In the Tibetan Plateau, due to lack of raw experimental data sets and proper data analysis method, investigation on atmosphere laser communication channel (ALCC), especially under rainy condition, is rarely concerned by researchers. Neural network group and optimal weight initialization technology (OWIT) are adopted in the analysis process. Firstly, construct neural network group according to different season's condition. Secondly, utilize existed raw data sets of ALCC under rainy condition to choose matching initial weight sets with OWIT. Thirdly, train neural network group until expected requirement is met. Finally, load rain data sets from Tibetan Plateau (Lhasa for example) on trained neural network group to achieve the ultimate channel quality of ALCC. Actual results show that spring rain has the best quality of ALCC, followed by winter rain, summer rain and autumn rain.
INTRODUCTION
The Tibetan Plateau also known as Himalayan Plateau, is a vast plateau, covering most of the Tibet Autonomous Region and Qinghai Province in western China. Free-space optical communication (FSO) is an optical communication technology which adopts light propagating in free space to transmit data wirelessly. FSO is a cost-effective technique which has application prospects in Tibetan Plateau.
"Free space" is often in visible distance, using air, outer space, vacuum, or something similar as transmission medium, which has great uncertainty compared with cable communication system. ALCC is a channel adopted atmosphere as transmission medium, which is very vulnerable for bad weather condition, such as fog, rain etc [1] .
Investigations of ALCC under rainy condition mainly are focused on tropical region [2] [3] [4] , or heavy rain condition [5] [6] [7] .
Rainfall mainly occurs from May to October in the Tibetan Plateau. And rain studies are concentrated on the mechanism [8, 9] , which have no direct support to study on ALCC. In sum, the Tibetan Plateau is rarely concerned by researchers in this field.
THE MAIN DIFFICULTIES IN ANALYZING ALCC UNDER RAINY CONDITION IN TIBETAN PLATEA
At present, study on ALCC in Tibetan Plateau is in its beginning stage. Lack of direct raw experimental data sets is a main difficulty. To obtain direct raw experimental data sets, expensive measure equipments, professional technicians and other resources are fundamental conditions. However, they are too difficult to get.
Specific date, rainfall and rain intensity are available from China Meteorological Administration. Using the data sets above, how to achieve the quality of ALCC in Tibetan Plateau?
Available data sets and actual demand are described in Fig. (1) . It is difficult to build direct mathematic model between available data sets and channel quality from Fig. (1) . Naturally, traditional mathematic method is not applicable to the problem. Artificial intelligence technology seems more feasible to solve it.
MAIN IDEA OF THE SOLUTION

Introduction of the Solution
New solution, which only adopts meteorological data in Tibetan Plateau, can get ultimate result of ALCC under rainy condition. The main idea of the solution can be divided into the following two steps.
Step 1: Using existed raw data sets of ALCC to train a neural network until the network converges;
Step 2: Adopting meteorological data in Tibetan Plateau (Lhasa for example) to achieve ultimate result from trained neural network.
Existed raw data sets of ALCC record specific date, rainfall, rain intensity and bit error rate (BER, which is quality of ALCC) [10] . In order to achieve better analysis, specific date is transferred into season. Therefore, neural network group is adopted, which can match different seasons.
The main idea of the solution can be described as follows ( Fig. 2): 1) Construct neural network group according to the size of existed raw data sets (multi-layer perceptron network(MLPN) is adopted in the project).
2) Using existed raw data sets of ALCC under rainy condition to choose matching weight sets with OWIT.
3) Training neural network group with existed raw data sets until expected requirement is met.
4) Achieve ultimate output result by using data sets from Tibetan Plateau (Lhasa for example) to trained neural network group (Fig. 3) .
Specific Steps of OWIT
In (2), OWIT is adopted to assess the matching degree between the initial weight sets of MLPN and current training data sets (also called sample data sets), so that good initial weight sets can be achieved in the neural network. Fig. (4) is the flowchart of OWIT.
Random number sets are generated by weight sets generator, which is loaded on MLPN. Then the matching degree between weight sets and current training data sets is calculated by means of OWIT. Consequently, the weight sets which has better matching degree will be kept in MLPN [11] .
The core of OWIT can be described by Equation (1)-(3) .
Q is the number of sample data sets of MLPN. M is the number of neuron in current layer, and H' is layer number. N is the number of weights. The term on the left-hand of Equation (1) is the average weight discrete degree in MLPN.
Total error of MLPN is defined by Equation (2) .
R is the the number of output neuron in MLPN. The vector t is target response included in sample data sets, and vector z is the actual result of MLPN.
Combined with weight discrete degree and total error of MLPN, Equation (3) is achieved to estimate matching degree between current weight sets and current sample data sets.
L(w) is the ultimate optimization criteria function to quantify the value of matching degree. The first term on the right-hand estimates the convergence degree of MLPN. The second term on the right-hand presents discrete degree of current weight sets [11] . Fig. (5) is the rainfall distribution graph from 1997 to 2006 in Lhasa. From the rainfall graph above, the rain weather mainly occurs from May to October, where heavy rain and violent rain have greater possibility in this period. Thus, rain has evident seasonal feature in Tibet Plateau. Table 1 records existed raw experimental data sets of ALCC under rainy condition. Specific date, rain intensity, rainfall and BER are recorded in the data sets [10] . And BER represents the quality of ALCC.
ACHIEVEMENT OF FEATURE ANALYSIS
Introduction of Raw Rainy Weather Data in Tibetan Plateau (Lhasa for Example)
Existed Data Sets of ALCC Under Rainy Condition
Preprocessing of Existed Data Sets of ALCC Under Rainy Condition
Preprocessing is adopted to transform raw data sets into data sets which can be accepted by individual neural network. In Table 1 , specific date is converted into season according to relationship between Solar Calendar and Han calendar ( Table 2) , which can further match different neural network. Rain intensity can be quantized according to rain type. Rainfall and BER can be quantized directly. Table 2 shows the relationship between Solar Calendar and Han Calendar, which can further be transformed into season.
CONCLUSION
Quality of ALCC under Rainy Condition in the Tibetan Plateau (Lhasa for Example)
In Fig. (6) , the horizontal axis is seasons, which sample rain weather from spring, summer, autumn and winter according to the time order respectively. The vertical axis is channel quality value, which is inversely proportional to BER. From Fig. (6) , channel quality value has the highest value in spring, followed by winter, summer and autumn. According to statistical data, heavy rainfall has greater possibility in summer and autumn, which further has bad impact on quality of ALCC. And light rain is likely to appear in spring, which has a little influence on free space optical communications. Thus, spring rain has the best quality of ALCC in Tibet Plateau, followed by winter rain. Summer rain and autumn rain have the worst quality of ALCC.
Summary and Prospect
Several contributions are achieved in this paper.
1) Channel quality value in different seasons in Tibetan
Plateau is acquired successfully only through recorded meteorological data, which has important reference value for the further research on ALCC.
2) Construct a workable architecture to extract feature information from existed data sets and store it in neural network group, which can be adopted in similar applications.
3) Using OWIT to choose matching weight sets, can accelerate the convergence speed of MLPN [11] .
Neural network group, combined with OWIT, not only can be used for analysis of ALCC, but also be adopted in other areas. It provides a good solution which is efficient for information acquisition inside the data sets.
